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Abstract: Knots in wood have a substantial impact on both the physical and mechanical properties
of derived products. It is necessary to study their effect on the mechanical properties of wood and
understand the mechanisms behind the effect. The modulus of elasticity (MOE) and modulus of
rupture (MOR) of specimens without knots and with knots are measured using the three-point
bending test. The size and position of knots are recorded. The specimens with knots are analyzed
according to failure not at knots and failure at knots. For specimens with failure at knots, they are
further divided into two sub-groups, i.e., failure around knots (FK-A) or failure in knots (FK-I).

Keywords: wood; knot; three-point bending; strain distribution; internal structure

1. Introduction

Wood is an important construction material thanks to its high strength/weight ratio,
ease of processing, and renewable nature [1]. As a natural material, the structural character-
istics of wood originate from trees’ growth. These structural characteristics closely define
the mechanical performance of wood. Knots, as one type of typical structure originating
from branches, commonly exist in wood and wood-based products. For softwood, the
average knot volume in a stem is generally between 0.5 and 2%. The density of knots is
higher than that in stem wood and frequently above 1000 kg/m3 [2]. Large knots drastically
reduce strength and are major cause of the downgrading of timber [3]. To use wood as a
loadbearing material, especially in construction, it is necessary to minimize the impact of
knots on the mechanical properties of wood. By carefully managing the forest, it is possible
to reduce the number and size of knots [4]. Currently, it is still hard to fully avoid the
impact of knots through the management of forests. Hence, understanding and limiting
the effect of knots on the mechanical properties of wood is vital and certainly contributes
to wood processing and the applications envisaged.

The effect of knots on the mechanical properties of wood is related to the characteristics
of knots and loading conditions. The size and position of different types of knots are
believed to have a significant influence on the bending strength of wood [3]. Researchers
found that bending failure in thermally modified wood is initiated mainly at knot interfaces
or close to knots and fractures often propagated from checks [5]. The compressive strength
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of wood closely relates to the size of knots, and the effect of knots on the compressive
strength of, for example, eucalyptus wood, is small when the knot size is smaller than
8.3 mm2 [6]. By conducting a shear test, it was found that there was no significant difference
in the mean shear strength of clear and knot specimens [7]. Furthermore, researchers have
been trying to continuously evaluate the mechanical properties of wood by identifying
knots in real time [8–11]. Although intensive research has been performed to understand
and estimate the influence of knots on the mechanical properties of wood, the reasons for
inducing these mechanical properties are still not fully understood.

The mechanical performance of wood can be determined from dynamic structural
changes during a loading test. Dynamic structural changes closely relate to strain accumu-
lation and transferal. Therefore, a combined investigation into structural changes and strain
distribution is certainly helpful for disclosing the reasons behind the mechanical properties
of wood. X-ray computed tomography (X-ray CT) has been successfully used to visualize
the internal structure of knots in wood [12]. Digital image correlation (DIC) is an effective
tool to map the strain distribution around knots [13]. By using DIC, researchers found
that strain accumulation and structural failure occur in regions adjacent to knots [14,15].
Compared with the samples containing intergrown knots, the samples with loose knots
showed slightly higher strain gradients due to the discontinued structural connection
between the branch and stem tissue [16].

The objective of this study is to investigate the effect of knots on the mechanical
properties of wood. The beam specimens with and without knots were cut from Chinese
fir trees. The modulus of elasticity (MOE) and modulus of rupture (MOR) were measured
using three-point bending testing. The dynamic strain distribution was recorded with DIC
during the bending test. After the bending test, the internal structure of the specimens
was visualized with X-ray CT. The relationship between the MOE, MOR, knot size, and
knot position was studied. By combining the strain distribution and internal structure, the
reasons for the effect of knots on the bending properties of wood were explained.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preparation of Specimens

Chinese fir (Cunninghamia lanceolata) trees, nine years old, were harvested in a planted
forest located in Zhuzhou City in Hunan province in China. There was only limited
heartwood, and the trees mainly consisted of sapwood. Hence, the specimens, measuring
300 mm × 20 mm × 20 mm, were cut from the sapwood of these trees. The length of the
specimens followed the longitudinal direction of the wood. Loading force direction was
nearly parallel to the tangential direction of wood. The specimens were conditioned in the
lab at 65%RH and 20 ◦C until reaching equilibrium moisture content (5.2 ± 0.42%). The
air-dry density of the specimens was 0.39 ± 0.03 g/cm3. Twenty specimens without knots
and forty specimens with knots were selected. In total, sixty specimens were prepared and
tested. There is small effect of knots on the bending strength of wood when the knots are
located at the specimens’ center in thickness direction [17]. Hence, each knot specimen has
one knot located at specimens’ bottom edge, and the distance between knot and center line
(KCD) is smaller than 90 mm (Figure 1). Height of the knot and KCD of each specimen
were measured. One side of all specimens (in front of camera) was slightly polished using
sanding paper, and speckle patterns were sprayed.

2.2. Bending Test and Digital Image Correlation

A three-point bending test was performed using a universal testing machine in terms
of GB/T 1936.1-2009 [18]. This device can record the displacement of the loading wedge
(±0.001 mm), and the loading force (±0.001 N), at 10 Hz. The distance between the two
supports was 240 mm. The velocity of the loading wedge was set at 5 mm/min. The
displacement of the loading wedge was regarded as the specimens’ deformation. The
movement direction of the loading wedge was parallel to the tangential direction of the
specimens (Figure 1). Throughout the bending test, the strain distribution in the region of
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interest (ROI) was computed with DIC. The image correlation was performed using the
commercial software package Correlated Solutions (VIC-2D-2009). Images were captured
every 0.1 s using a CCD camera (YVsion, Shenzhen, China). The distance between the
camera and specimen was approximately 200 mm. As such, each square millimeter at the
specimen surface comprised 490 strain pixels. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio, the
speckle patterns were illuminated using a LED light. The specimens were positioned in
the Instron universal testing machine, and image capture and loading of the specimen
were then started simultaneously. Hence, each picture represents a distinct loading stage
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Illustration of the bending and DIC test setup. R indicates the radial direction, T indicates
the tangential direction, and KCD indicates the distance between center line and knot in a specimen.

2.3. X-ray CT Scanning

The specimens with speckle patterns were scanned with the X-ray CT scanner (Sanying
Precision Instruments Corporation, EFPscan-2000, Tianjin, China) installed at Nanjing
Forestry University. This device can scan the specimens with a maximum length of 300 mm.
The internal structure at the ROI of the specimens was recorded. A single helical scan was
optimized to complete in 15 min, and a voxel pitch of approximately 24 µm was obtained.
A total of 1080 projections were acquired at a tube voltage of 165 kV, current of 95 µA, 0.25 s
exposure, and no filter. All tomographic reconstructions were performed (iteration number
of 2) using the software package Voxel Studio Reconstruction.

2.4. Data Processing

The size of knots is expressed as ratio of height to thickness (HTR) that is commonly
used to evaluate the grades of wood to the Chinese national standard (GB/T 155-2017) [19].
HTR is calculated using Equation (1).

HTR = (t/h) × 100 (1)

where HTR is the ratio of height to thickness (%), t is the height of a knot (mm), and h is
the thickness of a specimen (mm).

Knot specimens were divided into two groups according to the location of failure, i.e.,
specimens with failure but not at knots, and specimens with failure at knots. Specimens
with failure at knots were further divided into two sub-groups, i.e., failure around knots
(FK-A) or failure in knots (FK-I). The differences between all specimens were statistically
analyzed with two-tail t-test using SPSS.

Strain distributions were acquired with DIC, using the Lagrange Tensor. In the three-
point bending tests, specimen failure is mainly caused by shear stress. Hence, shear strain
is analyzed and positive values indicate clockwise shear, and negative values indicate
anti-clockwise shear. To obtain strain propagation, dynamic strain distribution was tracked
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in function of 5 load steps. Considering the different failure load in terms of the specimens,
different intervals between two loading steps were used to analyze the data. The inter-
val between two loading steps was determined based on the failure load of a specimen.
Specifically, the loading step interval was set to be 0.2 times the failure load of a specimen.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 presents the MOE, MOR, and deformation (displacement of the loading
wedge) of the specimens. Specimens without knots have a higher MOR and larger displace-
ment than knot specimens with failure at knots. The difference in MOR and displacement
between specimens without knots and knot specimens with failure not at knots is small.
There is no obvious difference of MOE between specimens without knots, knot specimens
with failure at knots, and knot specimens with failure not at knots. According to the t-test
results listed in Table 1, it can be found that both the MOR and the displacement difference
between specimens without knots and knot specimens with failure at knots is significant
at the 5% level. The MOR and the displacement difference between knot specimens with
failure not at knots and knot specimens with failure at knots is significant at the 5% and 10%
level, respectively. Taking a closer look at the variation shown in Figure 2, it can be seen
that the variation in MOE and MOR in knot specimens with failure at knots is much larger
than that in knot specimens with failure not at knots. By observing the failure pattern in
knot specimens with failure at knots, two types of failure pattern, i.e., around knots (FK-A)
or in knots (FK-I), are found (Figure 3). The MOE of FK-A specimens is higher than the
MOE of FK-I, and it is even slightly higher than the MOE of both specimens without knots
and knot specimens without failure at knots (Figure 2). The MOR of FK-A specimens is
higher than the MOR of FK-I. The MOR difference between FK-A, specimens without knots,
and knot specimens without failure at knots is small. Compared to FK-A, the displacement
of FK-I is small. In Table 1, the t-test results show that the MOE difference between FK-A
and FK-I specimens is significant at the 10% level. The MOR difference between FK-A
and FK-I specimens is significant at the 1% level. The existence of knots, therefore, has an
influence on the mechanical properties of the wood. The extent of influence is significantly
variable according to the failure patterns. Specifically, the impact of knots on the MOE and
MOR is small when the specimens do not fail at knots or fail around knots. Both the MOE
and MOR can be significantly lower when the specimens fail in knots. These results agree
with the findings from the literatures [3]. Researchers found that the position and size of
knots significantly influence the MOE of wood specimens. The mechanisms of influence is,
however, still unraveled. As such, both the process of failure and structural changes are
necessary to investigate.
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Figure 2. The MOE, MOR, and displacement of the specimens with the three-point bending test.
Clear indicates the specimens without knots. FK indicates the knot specimens with failure at knots.
FNK indicates the knot specimens with failure but not at knots. FK-A indicates the knot specimens
with failure at knots and failure around knots. FK-I indicates the knot specimens with failure at knots
and failure in knots.
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Table 1. T-test results for the mechanical properties of the specimens with different fail patterns.

Properties MOE MOR Displacement HTR KCD

Clear/FK 0.99 0.01 ** 0.02 **
Clear/FNK 0.88 0.89 0.79

FK/FNK 0.90 0.02 ** 0.05 * 0.09 * 0.004 ***
FK-A/FK-I 0.08 * 0.001 *** 0.13 0.07 * 0.49

* Significant at 10% level. ** Significant at 5% level. *** Significant at 1% level. Clear indicates the specimens
without knots. FK indicates the knot specimens with failure at knots. FNK indicates the knot specimens
with failure but not at knots. HTR indicates the ratio between the height of knots and the thickness of a
specimen. KCD indicates the distance between the center line and knot in a specimen. FK-A indicates knot
specimen failure at knots and failure around knots. FK-I indicates knot specimen failure at knots and failure
in knots.
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The mechanical properties and failure patterns are mainly determined by the char-
acteristics of knots, e.g., knots’ size and position [4]. Figure 4 shows the ratio of knot
height to specimen thickness (HTR) and the distance between the center line and knot
in a specimen (KCD). The HTR of knot specimen failure at knots is significantly larger
than that of knot specimens without failure at knots at the 10% level. The KCD of knot
specimen failure at knots is significantly smaller than that of knot specimens without
failure at knots at the 1% level. The position of knots, therefore, plays a crucial role in
determining whether specimens will fail at knots. There is no significant difference in
KCD between the FK-A and FK-I specimens. The HTR in FK-I specimens is significantly
larger than that in FK-A specimens at the 10% level. Hence, the size of the knots plays a
key role in determining whether specimens will fail in knots. The specimens with a small
KCD are prone to fail at knots, and the specimens with a large HTR are prone to fail in
the knot.

In order to understand the above results, ten representative specimens were se-
lected and analyzed in detail. The basic information for these specimens is listed in
Table 2. The load-displacement (loading-wedge-displacement) profile is presented in
Figure 5. For two specimens without knots and four knot specimens with failure not
at knots, the profiles are similar to the typical elastic–plastic profiles of wooden ma-
terials reported in the literature [20]. This proves that knots have a minor impact on
the mechanical behavior of the specimens in bending when the failure position is not
at knots.

The MOR of FK-1 and FK-3 is as high as 59.42 MPa and 61.43 MPa, respectively,
while the MOR of FK-2 and FK-4 is 14.25 MPa and 15.55 MPa, respectively. Figure 5
shows that the bending profiles of FK-1 and FK-3 are similar to the typical elastic–plastic
profiles of the specimens without knots. For FK-2 and FK-4, however, the displacement is
small, and there is hardly any plastic domain in the profiles, leading to a low MOR. The
loading force is determined with the capability of energy absorption. The capability of
energy absorption originates from the strength of wood tissues and internal structural
changes in the specimens. Internal structural changes instead of structural failure of the
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specimens contribute to energy absorption and a loading force increase [21]. A large plastic
domain means big internal structural changes, resulting in a large loading force and high
MOR. On the contrary, sudden structural failure reduces the plastic domain and loading
force, which is due to a large HTR and small KCD. During the three-point bending test,
stress initiates from the loading wedge and transfers to nearby regions. A small KCD
means that stress can transfer to knots instantly due to the short distance. A large HTR
means that stress can hardly bypass knots and transfer to other regions. For these reasons,
the coexistence of a large HTR and small KCD will lead to small displacement and low
MOR. To further prove the above hypothesis, the strain distribution of six specimens
was mapped.
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Table 2. The properties of 10 representative specimens.

Properties Density (g/cm3) MOE (MPa) MOR (MPa) Displacement (mm) HTR (%) KCD (mm)

Clear-1 0.38 5703.63 51.66 8.61
Clear-2 0.36 5041.26 49.40 8.49

FK-1 0.38 7703.93 59.42 6.09 15.85 4.00
FK-2 0.36 4709.96 14.25 3.21 95.95 7.60
FK-3 0.38 5815.55 61.43 7.40 35.92 36.00
FK-4 0.39 5405.40 15.55 1.44 76.84 11.00

FNK-1 0.37 4575.90 43.83 9.30 25.74 20.00
FNK-2 0.37 5065.15 42.83 7.50 10.21 24.00
FNK-3 0.37 6451.99 60.27 6.78 25.49 73.50
FNK-4 0.36 7786.25 65.62 7.44 10.41 46.00

Note: Clear indicates the specimens without knots. FK indicates the knot specimens with failure at knots.
FNK indicates the knot specimens with failure but not at knots. HTR indicates the ratio between the height
of knots and the thickness of a specimen. KCD indicates the distance between the center line and knot of
a specimen.

Figures 6 and 7 show the shear strain of six specimens at three different loading steps.
These three loading steps represent 0.2, 0.6, and 1.0 times the maximum loading force of
each specimen.
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Figure 7. Shear strain distribution of three knot specimens with failure at knots (FKs) at three different
loading steps.

In general, the shear strain distribution in Clear-2, FNK-1, and FNK-4 is similar. Strain
distribution mainly starts in regions adjacent to the loading wedge, which could be due
to indentation. The indentation can be observed in Figure 3 as well. With an increasing
loading force, shear strain transfers to other regions, mainly along the specimens’ length
(grain direction). Effective strain transferal and homogeneous strain distribution limit strain
accumulation and regional structural failure. For FNK-1, there is strain accumulation in
regions with a knot. Strain accumulation hinders strain transferal along specimens’ length,
resulting in small strain on the right side of the specimen (highlighted with an arrow in
Figure 6). Although FNK-1 does not fail at the knot, its MOE and MOR are relatively low,
i.e., 4575.90 MPa and 43.83 MPa, respectively. The occurrence of strain accumulation is
related to a small KCD.
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Differentiating the specimens without knots and knot specimens with failure not at
knots, the shear strain distribution in knot specimens with failure at knots is substantially
variable (Figure 7). The shear strain distribution is obviously influenced by knots. For
FK-2, shear strain mainly accumulates in regions adjacent to the knot, and shear strain
accumulation caused by indentation is not even obvious. This agrees with the results
shown in Figure 3. This means that the structure close to a knot can be deformed at low
strain levels. This is due to density variation and deviated fiber directions around knots,
resulting in strain accumulation along the edge of the knot [15]. Strain accumulation finally
causes structural failure at knots under low loading forces. Looking at FK-4, there is hardly
any strain accumulation due to a small displacement (1.44 mm). A large knot is right
beneath the loading wedge. Because of the brittle structure of the knot, its structure fails
under low loading force without effective strain transferal. Differentiating FK-2 and FK-4,
the shear strain distribution in FK-3 is similar to the specimens without knots and knot
specimens with failure not at knots. Shear strain can effectively be transferred along the
grain direction as the loading force increases, resulting in an MOE of 581 5.55 MPa and an
MOR of 61.43 MPa. Strain accumulation is found in regions near the knot, which finally
leads to specimen failure at the knot. A high MOE and MOR are related to moderate HTR
and KCD.

Based on the mechanical performances and dynamic strain distribution of the six
specimens, it is found that the impact of knots on the MOE and MOR of the specimens can
be explained via strain transferal. If knots induce serious strain accumulation or hinder
strain transferal along the wood fibers, then the MOE and MOR of the specimens are
reduced. On the contrary, the impact of knots on the MOE and MOR of the specimens
is minor if strain is able to effectively transfer even though the specimens finally fail at
the knot.

Mechanical properties and strain distribution closely relate to internal structural
changes caused by the bending test. Figure 8 shows the internal structure of one specimen
without knots and a knot specimen with failure not at knots after the bending test. There
are both large and small cracks, and these cracks are interconnected. The emergence of
cracks is induced by external energy absorption. The combination of large and small cracks
means that structural changes occur step by step. A large proportion of wood tissue is
involved in structural changes, certainly contributing to large energy absorption and a high
MOR. Taking a closer look, it is found that the direction of cracks is nearly perpendicular
to the annual rings, because the loading force is applied perpendicular to the annual
rings. Meanwhile, wood rays are prone to structural failure due to thin cell walls and low
mechanical strength [22].
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The internal structure of three specimens with failure in knots is shown in Figure 9.
Obvious cracks are found in the knots of the three specimens. Compared to normal wood
tissues, cracks are prone to occur in knots, which corresponds to results in the published
literature. Researchers found that fractures are typically initiated around knots and at knot
interfaces due to crack propagation along the grain [5]. For FK-2 and FK-4, several cracks
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are found across the knots, resulting in the specimens’ failure, and few cracks are found in
regions outside the knots. As such, wood tissues in other regions have only shown minor
structural changes and can hardly contribute to energy absorption during the bending test.
This leads to a low MOR and small displacement (Table 2). Looking at FK-3, there are
cracks both across and around the knot, and many small cracks are found. Wood tissues
in the knot, around the knot, and in other regions are all involved in energy absorption
during the bending test. Meanwhile, the high density and high extractive content around
the knots can increase both the density and brittleness [23]. Hence, structural changes in
knots possibly increase the mechanical strength of wood. This is the reason that the MOR
of FK-3 is as high as 61.43MPa. It agrees with the findings from other researchers. It was
reported that failures also occur at smaller knots and, in this case, the strength of the knots
may be higher than the strength of the timber board [24].
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In practice, there are live knots, dead knots, intergrown knots, and knot holes in
wood. These detailed characteristics of knots could hardly be classified and considered
in a timely manner during wood-based product processing and envisaged applications.
Considering the impact of the size and position of knots on the mechanical strength of
wood, it is suggested that these two parameters should be carefully adjusted to improve the
mechanical performance of wood-based products. Generally speaking, knots, especially
those of a larger dimension, should be at a distance away from the loading position. This
distance relates to specific wood properties and loading strategies. It is a challenge to track
the size and position of knots in a timely manner; however, this target could be possible to
achieve thanks to the fast development of machine vision technology.

4. Conclusions

The mechanical properties of the specimens without knots and with knots are mea-
sured using the three-point bending test. Knot specimens with failure at knots are analyzed
according to failure in knots (FK-I) and failure around knots (FK-A). For the modulus of
elasticity (MOE) and modulus of rupture (MOR), the difference among specimens without
knots, knot specimens with failure not at knots, and FK-A specimens is small. The MOE of
FK-I is significantly lower than that of FK-A specimens at the 10% level. The MOR of FK-I
is significantly lower than that of FK-A specimens at the 1% level. Hence, the impact of
knots on the MOE and MOR of wood is mainly due to failure in knots, which is related
to the distance between the center line and knot, as well as the ratio of knot height to
specimen thickness. The specimens with a small distance between the center line and knot
are prone to failure at the knot, and the specimens with a large ratio of knot height to
specimen thickness are prone to fail in the knot. The effect of knots on the MOE and MOR
is due to strain transferal and structural changes. During the bending test, shear strain is
prone to transferal along specimens’ length or wood grain direction. Effective shear strain
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transferal can limit strain accumulation and increase the MOE and MOR, which occurs in
specimens without knots and knot specimens with failure not at knots. For knot specimens
with failure at knots, the existence of knots greatly influences the shear strain distribution,
leading to a variable MOE and MOR. If knots hinder the shear strain transferal along the
grain direction, then the MOE and MOR will be low. The shear strain distribution closely
relates to internal structural changes in the specimens. Effective shear strain transferal
means that a proportion of wood tissue is involved in structural changes, including both
large and small cracks. Few and large cracks in knots would diminish strain transferal and
decrease the MOE and MOR.

In this study, the effect of knots on mechanical properties was evaluated. The specific
reasons for structural changes are still not fully understood. The microstructure of knots
and nearby wood tissue need to be mapped. It is necessary to map dynamic structural
changes while conducting loading tests; this could be investigated by combining other
state-of-the-art techniques, such as 4D X-ray CT. There is only one knot in each specimen in
this study. The effect of multiple knots on the mechanical properties of wood still needs to
be studied. Although the number of specimens was not small, a larger data set could be
useful for future work.
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